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LIGHTWEIGHT CABLE RAMP
System features NEW GRIPPER ® CONNECTORS

FEATURES

Lid/Base Color Options

Yellow/Green =

Y/G

MODEL A: LENGTH B: WIDTH C: HEIGHT D: CHANNEL WIDTH E: CHANNEL HEIGHT WEIGHT

BGG5X125 36 in. (91.4 cm) 16.44 in. (41.76 cm) 1.59 in. (4.04 cm) 1.25 in. (3.18 cm) 1.25 in. (3.18 cm) 12.75 lb. (5.78 kg)

Gripper ®

Connector 

MODEL: BGG5X125
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Max load tested at 70°F (21°C)

5,000 lb./Tire (2,267 kg)
10,000 lb./Axle (4,534 kg)

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

BCPRPKIT1-8
Anti-Slip Rubber Pad Kit for Grip Guard Cable Protectors

(includes 8 anti-slip rubber pads)
.11 lb. 

(.05 kg)

BCPGLUE
½ oz. Bottle of Clear Super Glue (best if kept refrigerated). Use for 

permanent application of Anti-Slip Rubber Pads
.07 lb. 

(.032 kg)

BCPCARPET-
KIT-3 

Carpet Kit with VELCRO®  Brand Fasteners for Grip Guard Cable 
Protectors (includes two 37" x .25" Black Traction Strips and a ½ oz. 

Bottle of Clear Super Glue)

.09 lb. 
(.041 kg)

VELCRO® Brand Fasteners for added traction

Anti-Slip 
Rubber Pads

5-CHANNEL CABLE PROTECTORS include many patent-pending features, including our “Gripper Connectors” with a new 

lightweight design. At a weight of only 12.75 lbs, Grip Guard is up to 60% lighter than other leading polyurethane 5-channel cable protectors, and 
up to 75% lighter than other rubber 5-channel cable protectors on the market.
The Connector is ergonomically designed to fit your hand, which allows for easy handling and transport. This connector also 

locks multiple cable protectors tightly together to provide a safe crossing for vehicle and pedestrian traffic while protecting 

valuable electrical cables and hose lines. 

This modular interlocking design is ideal for use in most public entertainment venues, light commercial, and utility 

applications where cable protection is needed. Cable Protectors are made from maintenance free polyurethane.  

When compared to other rubber manufactured cable protectors, is up to 75% lighter without 

compromising the required strength and durability.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST 5-CHANNEL CABLE PROTECTOR!

Protects cables 
and hoses up to 
1.25" outside 
diameter

NEWNEW

HEIGHT D: CHANNEL WIDTH E: CHANNEL HEIGHT WEIGHT

(4.04 cm) 1.25 in. (3.18 cm) 1.25 in. (3.18 cm) 12.75 lb. (5.78 kg)

PATENTED 5-BAR TREAD

5-CHANNEL WITH 
1.25” OUTSIDE DIA.GRIPPER® CONNECTORS

NEW SNAP FIT™ HINGED LID

REINFORCED LID

*Patent # 
D418,818



LIGHTWEIGHT CORD RAMP
System features NEW GRIPPER ® CONNECTORS

FEATURES

Lid/Base Color Options

Yellow/Green =

Y/G

MODEL A: LENGTH B: WIDTH C: HEIGHT D: CHANNEL WIDTH E: CHANNEL HEIGHT WEIGHT

BGG3X225 36 in. (91.4 cm) 18.21 in. (46.25 cm) 2.69 in. (6.83 cm) 2.25 in. (5.72 cm) 2.25 in. (5.72 cm) 23.0 lb. (10.43 kg)

Gripper ®

Connector 

MODEL: GG3X225

Max load tested at 70°F (21°C)

5,000 lb./Tire (2,267 kg)
10,000 lb./Axle (4,534 kg)

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

BCPRPKIT1-8
Anti-Slip Rubber Pad Kit for Grip Guard Cable Protectors

(includes 8 anti-slip rubber pads)
.11 lb. 

(.05 kg)

BCPGLUE
½ oz. Bottle of Clear Super Glue (best if kept refrigerated). Use for 

permanent application of Anti-Slip Rubber Pads
.07 lb. 

(.032 kg)

Anti-Slip Rubber Pads

3-CHANNEL CABLE PROTECTORS include many patent-pending features, including our Connectors with a new lightweight 

design. At a weight of only 23 lbs, Grip Guard is up to 33% lighter than other leading polyurethane 3-channel cable protectors, and up to 50% lighter 
than other rubber 3-channel cable protectors on the market.
The Connector is ergonomically designed to fit your hand, which allows for easy handling and transport. This connector also 

locks multiple cable protectors tightly together to provide a safe crossing for vehicle and pedestrian traffic while protecting 

valuable electrical cables and hose lines. 

This modular interlocking design is ideal for use in most public entertainment venues, light commercial, and utility 

applications where cable protection is needed. Cable Protectors are made from maintenance free polyurethane.  

When compared to other rubber manufactured cable protectors, ours is up to 50% lighter without 

compromising the required strength and durability.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST 3-CHANNEL CABLE PROTECTOR!

Protects cables 
and hoses up to 
2.25" outside 
diameter

NEWNEW

*Patent # 
D418,818
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MODEL: GG3X
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Protects cables 
and hoses up to 
2.25" outside 
diameter

PATENTED 5-BAR TREAD

3-CHANNEL WITH 
2.25” OUTSIDE DIA.

GRIPPER® CONNECTORS

NEW SNAP FIT™ HINGED LID

REINFORCED LID

Anti-Slip Rubber Pads


